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About This Content

A new single-player campaign, as you might infer from the title, will be focused on the dramatic events between December
2016 and March 2017, when the ancient city was once again captured by the terrorists, and an imminent threat loomed – the

enemy could now quickly advance into territories controlled by the government, with access to large cities. However, thanks to
the tenacity of the Syrian army and its allies, including the Russian air forces, the opponent's advance was halted and then turned

back.

The plot will focus around a detachment of the elite Syrian unit Tiger Forces. Despite being caught flat-footed by Daesh's
sudden assault, they defended their positions on Palmyra's outskirts to the end, got surrounded and fought their way to the T4 air

base, where they had a big role in the defense of the air base and the following retaking of Palmyra.

The player will have control over new squad types (including, as mentioned, Tiger Forces squads); Lebanese volunteers; and the
National Defence Forces.

The game's arsenal will be expanded with new weapons: mounted grenade launchers, recoilless guns (both infantry variants and
mounted on technicals), high-caliber heavy machineguns.

The game's tank park will have new modifications of the T-55 and T-62 tanks in store. The air forces will see the additions of
the Russian Ka-52 "Alligator" helicopter, Syrian "Gazelle" light attack/scouting helicopter.

The terrorists will also have weapons previously unseen in the game: American Humvees captured from the Iraqi military, anti-
tank TOW missiles, heavily-armored VBIEDs.
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The "Syrian Warfare: Return to Palmyra" requires the base game "Syrian Warfare" to run.
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Title: Syrian Warfare: Return to Palmyra
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Cats Who Play
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 (3.1 GHz) / AMD A10 5800K (3.8 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 440 (1024 MB) / Radeon HD 4890 (1024 MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Russian,German,Simplified Chinese
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Haven't touched it for months and now I can't even run it on windows 10 without any reasons why...
Save your time and money and get PaintTool SAI instead.
Shame ... it had so much potential.
RIP 30 bucks.. Not a bad little racer! Colorful, sharp graphics (though shadows seemed to be bugged) and catchy, simple
music\/sound effects. The controls are quite easy to manage, so it would be a great first racing game for kids.

I bought it on a whim, so I'm pleased that it actually ended up being a decent title.. amazing songs. Super comprehensive OST.
just like everything else about the game crazy high production quality.. its a good game but for me it took forever to download
and keeps crashing. It's kind of a weird game, but there is a huge amount of content. Lots of quests, a night and day system,
complex farming and crafting, monsters, pretty weather effects, hundreds of houses. Most of the characters are felines. .. so
that's fine. The only issues I have with it is that it lags a lot sometimes, and I'm really only using a few abilities every battle
(double attack and heal). But the amount of detail is pretty incredible for an rpg maker game.. Pretty solid game, a hidden gem
definitely with low price. Thumbs up!. What should have been a five star game.... is 3.5 star.

Pros:
Fantastic asthetic, attention to detail, universe and atmosphere
Good soundtrack

Cons:
Feels very rushed. The set up and the universe could have been suited to a massive major game, and instead you can complete it
in an evening. Due to this, I think the price is way too high.

Ending is absolutely bonkers

It's good, if you can get it for £5 then fantastic...also if you have a VR headset. Paying more than that, you will be disapointed..
Nancy Drew again delivers a fine point-and-click adventure. Hours of sleuthing fun! Even the younger group can play: ages 9
and up. A nice fun adventure for the girls!. so i bought this but it has not downloaded to my game at all and i cannot find it
anywhere in my profile even though it says it is already in my library...some help?
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Pros:
-Beautifully detailed artwork
-Music

Cons:
-No challenge: Each character is way too overpowered from the start. Enemies should require multiple hits to kill but they only
take one or two hits.
-Mini-map is a joke: I spend more time getting lost than actually playing the game. No way to enlarge map, so you end up
aimlessly walking around in circles trying to figure out where you have and have not been.
-No clear end goal: *spoiler* You eventually figure out that you have to "save" 8 instruments to hold the school together. But
other than that, you don't know what you're fighting for.
-Potential backtracking: The side quests take you back into areas you've already been. They aren't required, but later on when
you need more gold to level up your stats, it seems necessary.
-Areas in general: Once you drop into an area, you HAVE to go through it. There's no way back unless you die. I accidentally
went into the wrong area for a quest and spent 15 minutes just trying to get back out.. A delightful casual adventure game,
emphasis on the casual as it doesn't take much thought or effort to work out what to do next, or how to solve any of the
problems, which honestly is sort of a pro if you're tired of the usual puzzle/adventure where you just end up using every item
you have until something works and you can finally move on with the story. Great humor,feel-good story, wonderful soundtrack
and, I feel, just the right length for something of it's kind. Definitely recommend if you have an hour or so to kill.. NOPE. Just
didn't work. Game itself is ok, finished all the puzzles in about 5 min. Wish they could make bigger sized puzzles. What i do
love is the endless mode. You can link to a subreddit and have random pics in there. That bit is awesome and what has me
coming back for more.. this game is bad dont play it becuse evry thing is white color,and its very slow. Slide three different
colored blocks one at a time or rows to match 3+ and win a date. In about 30 minutes, you can see everything you need to know
about this game. While it is a competent presentation, and a good puzzler with a nice but not too harsh challenge, the theme is
strange and unneccessary, and the 30 second music loop makes it unbelievably annoying. It's ok for the price. But it doesn't keep
me playing longer than 10 minutes. (The rest of my playtime, I managed to unlock all achievements as well.

Follow my curator at http://store.steampowered.com/curator/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness/?appid=698830. Its a frustrating
and underwhelming warcraft 3 wannabe. Your hero is the only thing that does damage so your army is worthless unless you have
a horde of them. The enemies are swarming and they nonstop attack you in every mission where there is basebuilding. Since
your hero is the only thing that does damage, building tower defences is utter useless because they do 1 in damage so whats the
point? The game is at some times frustratingly hard because of how useless everything is. The enemy AI is so stupid they push
everything away only to kill one specific unit and thats the only reason you are able to survive because when they are pushing
they are not attacking. Nothing is implemented well, you are just given everything as you go, new units and enemies is trial and
error. Its not like anything is introduced like in warcraft 3 where every new map brings a new unit that the mission is focused
on.. Quite good! I wish the developer would put some more work into this game. Really fun little timewaster IMHO.. In my
humble Opinion these portrait packs are worth the money for a few reasons based on my experience:

1) I like to play as Pagan or Muslim and have 4 wives, I then go and get a wife from each corner of the globe through raiding, is
possible all 4 princess.

2) There are modes that require these files for top grade 10\/10 wives to pillage from all corners of the world.

3) the system I use to rate is $1 = 1 hour.

4) Indie companies don't make as much as AAA developers and if I can spend $1 to get future content for a game I love I will
support it.. Generally sub-par HO adventure game.. I found the story and setting dull & cheesy. Some nice 2D art (as usual),
though not a lot going on in terms of animation and the custscenes are uninspiring. The cursor here has a tendency to be
inaccurate. Still.. it's worth a look as the puzzles are fun (albeit very easy). It's also very short.. lots of easy achievements and
trading cards await ;)
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